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Historical and Cultural
Contexts
• Michael Cook was born in Brisbane in 1968; he is
a Bidjara man of south-west Queensland, where
he continues to live on the Sunshine Coast.
His background is as a commercial freelance
photographer.
• Cook has been an exhibiting artist for only a few
years, his first solo show was in 2010 – but in a
short period of time he has been recognised for
his unique perspective and visual storytelling
ability. His awards include 2008 and 2011 Deadly
Awards for Visual Artist of the Year, and 2011
People’s Choice Award in the Western Australian
Indigenous Art Awards.
• Cook uses photographic suites to convey
narratives about relationships between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
Within his dreamlike images he uses his
imagination to restage elements of Australian
history and colonisation from a First Nations
perspective.
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Ideas and Meanings

Influences

Within his photographic practice, Michael Cook
aims to challenge the representation of Australia
throughout history. His works imagine history
through First Nations’ eyes.

Cook cites his First Nations heritage as a Bidjara
man of the South East Queensland region as a
major influence in his work.

Invasion Artist Statement
‘Invasion places an imaginative eye in Australian
colonial history and turns around the dominant
view, taking alien creatures into iconic Londonbased cityscapes, with white urban residents their
victims.
Cook’s images express the shock that enveloped
the Australian continent when European people
appeared on Aboriginal shores. Aboriginals as
aliens, sci-fi scaled animals - featherless birds,
super sized grubs, giant lizards, possums on ufo’s,
laser shooting fembots, and clouds of rainbow
lorikeets - arrive into urban London, the ‘mother’
country, and wreak havoc. Within the broad
narrative are mini narratives that speak to the past,
historical references that tease out and reverse
the racist practices imposed on Aboriginals. The
drama of such an event heightened with the use of
vintage-inspired B-grade horror movie aesthetic an ironic ‘spoofy’ edge.’1

‘When I produce art I feel a stronger connection
with my ancestry and this helps me to understand
Australian history – in particular, my history. Each
new project introduces me to different people and
communities, and new life experiences.’2
Whilst Invasion demonstrates the influence of
film media, in particular the 1960s films such as
Hitchcock’s birds, other series of works such
as Civilised, The Mission and Stickman, use
Renaissance and Rococo style backgrounds and
borrowed archival postcards to mimic a historic
European style of format.
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Aesthetics
In Invasion Cook combines his aesthetics of
repetition of subject matter and shape seen in his
series such as Majority Rule along with the neutral
and subdued colour scheme of series such as
Civilised and The Mission. The panoramic shapes
mimic both a film still and European landscape
aesthetic.
Across his body of work, texture, neutral colour
schemes, tone and shape are explored and
manipulated to assist with communicating his
ideas.

Materials and Techniques
Cook trained as a commercial photographer
using film cameras and worked in this industry
for twenty-five years. Now for many of his series
of works, he operates more like a film director.
Invasion took around a year to produce with a full
crew of actors and camera crews.
Like most of his photographs, Invasion begun with
an idea, like a painter might do with a blank canvas.
In many of his series he uses layering to build up
the images, desaturating colour to create a vintage
like effect, in this case mimicking the aesthetics of
the 1960s.
In mock film style, he has photographed many
of the human figures using studio lighting and
inserted them into the backgrounds digitally. ‘These
B-grade movies are tacky to our contemporary
eye, they use plastic dinosaurs, fake lizards, etc.
However, I wanted my animals to look Australian,
so I shot them at the zoo. They are real goannas,
kangaroos, birds, etc.’3
He uses high quality archival photographic papers
giving the large scale photographs the same status
as paintings or other fine art forms.
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Student focus
Read the following interviews with the artist:
https://artguide.com.au/michael-cook-talks-aboutstaging-an-indigenous-invasion-of-london
and
http://www.manuscriptdaily.com/2014/08/
introducing-michael-cook/
Discuss the following points:

VCE Art Unit 3 Area of Study 1
Interpreting Art
Structural Framework
• For the Invasion series and several other similar
bodies of work, Cook has chosen a neutral
colour scheme with a gradation of tones of
brown and grey. These colours are sometimes
chosen to mimic the barrenness of the desert
Australian landscape, to communicate a
nostalgic feel or to create a newspaper like
effect. Discuss Cook’s choice of a landscape
format and the principle of scale when
representing the subject matter of Invasion.
• Cook uses contemporary layering techniques
through photographic processes to create a
sense of ambiguity. Photography is often seen as
portraying the truth in documentary style more
so than painting. Upon viewing these artworks
firsthand, discuss whether they appear more like
photographs or paintings. Discuss the digital
editing tools Cook may have used to create a
convincing effect in this series.
Personal/Cultural Framework
• In Invasion, what do you think Cook is
communicating about Australia’s colonial history
and the depiction of First Nations people?
What is Cook communicating about his own
identity and what it means to be a First Nations
Australian both in the past and now? How is this
relevant to him as a contemporary urban First
Nations man?
Suggested Activity:
• Compare Invasion with two artworks by Colonial
or Australian Impressionist artists on display at
Bendigo Art Gallery such as John Glover, Louis
Buvelot, Arthur Streeton or Frederick McCubbin.

Studio Arts Area of Study 3 Units 1 & 3
Influences/Style
• Cook is one of many Australian First Nations
photographic artists who explore photography
in series. Research the work of Mervyn Bishop,
Michael Riley, Fiona Foley, Tracey Moffatt or
Destiny Deacon and compare their approaches.
• Cook’s style is both Postmodern and
Postcolonial. Explain how he combines historical
traditions of portraiture with contemporary
references to raise issues about colonisation
of Australia and the treatment of First Nations
people.
Materials and Techniques
• Cook has said of his techniques: ‘I did my
training with medium format film cameras and
darkroom techniques, though work completely
digital now. I think it’s the early experience that
transfers through to getting a certain look on a
computer.’ Discuss how the look of darkroom
analogue (black and white) photography has
influenced the Invasion series.
• Discuss the digital editing tools Cook may have
used to create the effect of selective colour
against a monochromatic background in this
series.
Communication of Ideas and Meaning
• What do you think Cook is communicating
about Australia’s history and the depiction/
representation of First Nations people?
Historical/Cultural Contexts
• As a contemporary First Nations Australian
artist, how has Cook used new technology to
communicate ideas about colonisation? What
elements are European and which elements
might be specifically influenced/inspired by his
Indigenous culture?
• What is Cook communicating about his own
identity and about what it means to be an
Indigenous Australian both in the past and now?
Elements and Principles of Design/Aesthetic
Qualities
• Explain Cook’s choice of a landscape format and
the principle of scale.
• What is the aesthetic quality of the
monochromatic use of tone and neutral colour
scheme?
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Focus questions
Subject Matter
• Explain what you can see in the suite of images.



Communication of Ideas and Meaning
• What do you think Cook is communicating about the idea of an invasion? Why do you think he chose to
show First Nations people and animals as the invaders?




Materials and Techniques
• Discuss the digital editing tools Cook may have used to create the animals, figures and flying saucers
inserted into his images. (your photography teacher may be able to help with this!)


Historical/ Cultural Contexts
• As a contemporary Indigenous Australian artist, why do you think Cook has chosen new technology to
communicate ideas about colonisation?
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• What is Cook communicating about his own identity and what it means to be a First Nations Australian
both in the past and now?


Elements of Design/ Aesthetic Qualities
• Explain Cook’s choice of close cropping of figures. Does this mimic any other photographic or media
convention?


• What is the effect of the monochromatic use of tone and neutral colour scheme?


• What other aesthetic qualities has Cook used?


Follow up research:
Influences/ Style
• Cook is one of a group of Australian First Nations photographic artists who explore photography in a
series or sequence. At school, research the work of Mervyn Bishop, Michael Riley, Fiona Foley, Tracey
Moffatt or Destiny Deacon and compare their approaches.
• Cook’s style is both Postmodern and Postcolonial. Explain how he combines historical traditions of
portraiture with contemporary references to raise issues about colonisation of Australia and the treatment
of First Nations people.
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